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Abstract— In this research study, we aimed to investigate 

whether D.N.A data storage can meet up to all the 

expectations that were set by its ability to change the future 

of computing. Basically, in D.N.A data storage a huge 

amount of data can be stored in an incredibly small space. It 

was estimated that around 15 ZB (Zettabyte) or the whole 

internet can be stored within a 44ml glass. Data stored in the 

D.N.A can last over a span of 500 years (half-life). It can 

replace the traditional storage drives (magnetic, optical, 

SSD) in large data centers. We will be surveying on how the 

whole procedure is carried out, what are the benefits, 

constrains and scope of it in near future. The whole survey is 

presented as a summation of multiple research paper released 

earlier and gets a suitable conclusion. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

DNA (Deoxy Ribonucleic Acid) contains all the information 

that our ancestors had DNA is believed to be the ultimate 

solution to the everlasting problem that is data storage. Now 

a day's magnetic drives, optical disks and flash drives are 

the primary storage device. They require a substantial 

amount of power to run them. The lifetime of a general 

server-class hard drive is around 5 years to 10 years, they 

also require a huge amount of space and a great work force 

to keep them up and running. 
This idea of storing data in DNA was initiated long 

ago by Mikhail German in "The Radiotekhnika journal, 

USSR(1964-65)"[2].Basically a computer converts any data 

into 0's and 1's ,Similarly, a DNA codes the data into its 

Oligonucleotides having four base pairs adenine(A), 

thymine(T), guanine(G) and cytosine(C). DNA has a half-

life of around 500 years even if in the roughest 

environmental conditions they can preserve the information 

within them. As D.N.A is quite analogous to the way it 

stores data any other storage device we can use it as a means 

of storing data in it. There is a numerous loss fewer 

compression techniques that can encode the digital data into 

D.N.A nucleotides sequence. The double helical structure of 

D.N.A provides a highly dense storage medium where the 

data is the form of ‘A', ‘T', ‘G', ‘C'. Recently companies like 

Microsoft invested its interest towards the development of 

D.N.A storage medium.  Harvard University geneticist 

George Church encoded 70 billion copies of a book (one 

million gigabits) in a cubic mm of D.N.A. After a year 

European Bioinformatics Institute researchers showed that 

they can read without any errors 739 KB of data stored in 

DNA [2]. 

All these wonders are achieved due to the structure 

of D.N.A for millions of years D.N.A is the soul medium of 

information transfer for living organisms. The robust nature 

of D.N.A is the backbone it is a simple and an efficient 

storage medium. We can simply store and extract data by 

converting the digital data (0s and 1s) into genetic data (A, 

T, G, C) sequence. 

II. D.N.A STRUCTURE 

 
Fig. 1:  DNA Structure 

DNA is a long ladder-like structure and it acts like a recipe 

or like a blueprint for any living organisms as shown in 

figure 1. Amino acids are referred to as tiny building blocks 

or bricks in the case of proteins they combine to form 

complex protein [4] structures. Proteins henceforth combine 

to form living cell & tissues which combine to form living 

organisms. Proteins can be of any shape and length. Here 

DNA plays the major role where it tells the amino acids how 

to align themselves into right protein at the right time. DNA 

is a series of amino acids coded like digital code equivalent 

in our computers. 

DNA is coiled up like a noodle and stays that way 

living inside the cell nucleus. DNA is now converted to 

RNA which has only 1 strand unlike DNA which is used by 

ribosomes (protein building machine) to convert the DNA 

code into Proteins [4]. 

Unlike any storage devices like magnetic storage 

devices which are entirely made up of silicon and the 

metallic compound. The DNA is entirely made up of sugar 

phosphate backbone enclosing the nucleotides base pair 

sequence [4]. 

DNA is an evolved form of RNA and mRNA. In 

DNA the double helical structure whirls around making it 

highly dense. The base pairs play the major role in data 

storage which will be described in later chapters, for now, 

let just assume that they are the binary code of a DNA 

which encodes the data. There are 4 types of base pairs in 

DNA namely Adenine (A), Thymine (T), Guanine (G), 

Cytosine(C). A and G are the purine, T and C are a 

pyrimidines. The base pairs are covalently bonded with 

sugar phosphate and the base pairs are bonded by weak 

hydrogen bonds which keep them intact. In this structure, A 

combines with T and C combines with G whereas in the 

case of RNA (Ribonucleic acid) T is replaced with U 

(uracil). Strands in a double helix structure are having 
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opposite directionality 5' end binds to the other strand's 3' 

[4]. 

III. WORKING PROCESS 

Dr. George Mchurch Ewan Birney and Nick Goldman at the 

European bioinformatics institute came up with idea Dr. 

Mchurch extended this concept [3]. We are going to 

demonstrate this concept in a nutshell as shown in the figure 

2. 

 
Fig. 2: DNA structure [5] 

Here the characters are converted to their 

respectable binary codes, then convert 0’s, 1’s to A, T, G, C. 

Every 0 will either be converted to A or T and every 1 will 

be converted into G or C. 

The example considered in this paper is the 

“ferential DN” is converted into its binary code as shown in 

figure 3, now here comes the tricky part how to convert it 

into its molecular nucleotides form. 

 
Fig. 3: encoding from string to DNA base pair 

The base pairs of DNA are of power base 4(A, T, 

G, C) which means that there can be a total of 64 

combinations of 3 base pairs is possible out of which only 

20 such combinations give rise to proteins when they come 

in contact with ribosomes which clearly states that most of 

the combinations in DNA are vestigial. Since we have got 

the correct base pairs we need to convert them into DNA for 

that we are using DNA manipulation techniques. 

A. Selective DNA amplification polymerase chain reaction 

(PCR) 

PCR used for amplifying the concentration of selected 

sequences of DNA. A PCR reaction requires four main 

components: the sequencing primers, a template, a thermo 

stable polymerase and individual nucleotides that are 

inserted into DNA strand being amplified. The template is a 

single- or double-stranded molecule which contains a 

sequence that will be amplified. The primers are short 

strands that define the starting and ending of the region to be 

replicated. Polymerase is an enzyme that produces double-

stranded DNA from a single-stranded template by joining 

complementary opposite base pairs to each and every base, 

starting from a primer attached to that template. PCR occurs 

in cycles, which multiplies it by twice in a solution. 

B. DNA Synthesis 

A single-strand DNA sequences can be synthesized 

chemically as per the base pairs. The coupling efficiency of a 

synthesis process is the probability rate at which that 

nucleotide binds to existing partial strand at each step. 

Coupling efficiency for each step is mostly higher than 99% 

but still, results in a decrease of product yield with 

increasing length it doctorates the size of nucleotides pairs 

that can be synthesized to about 200 nucleotides.[6] 

synthesis of a given sequence uses a large number of 

parallel start sites and results in many truncated vestigial 

base pairs. Despite of many errors in synthesizing of any 

specific strand, current synthesis batch will mostly produce 

many Perfect strands [6]. 

Now we have synthesized the DNA now we can 

archive it and is ready for reading. To retrieve the data from 

DNA we need to have some sort of device and technique 

which will convert base pair codes back to binary coding. 

We will need a sophisticated DNA sequencer as shown in 

figure 4. 

 
Fig. 4:  DNA Sequencer 

IV. RELATED WORK 

Microsoft and University of Washington researchers 

collaborated on storing data on DNA molecules they were 

able to store 200MB of data[9] Karin Strauss along with her 

team of researchers achieved a remarkable milestone as it’s 

the highest amount of data stored and recovered without any 

error. Currently, they are working on storing large data 

centres into a sugar cube. 

In the year 1999 Clelland et al encoded and 

decoded 23 character message [7] and in the year 2000 Leier 

et al. recover three 9-bit numbers [7]. 

In 2012 George Church wrote a 50,000-word book 

totalling less than a megabyte of data into DNA and printed 

it on a glass chip even smaller than that of a pollen grain. 

This year he reported having encoded 22 megabytes of 

digital data [9]. 
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A major improvement was done by church et al in 

2012. He stored 643kB message but there were 10 bits of 

error which was corrected manually [8]. 

V. CONCLUSION 

As we have seen that DNA data storage holds some 

incredible prospects to replace the primary data storage 

methods in the future but currently its use is limited. 

Recently Microsoft claimed that they had written roughly 

200MB of data which includes some 100 books stored in 

DNA [8]. 

One of the main advantage of storing data in DNA 

is that it will last more than 1000’s of years even in the 

rough case scenarios. Think of the Dinosaurs, still even after 

240 million years we are still able to identify their 

characteristics by extracting DNA from their bones. 

Although it is extremely durable and dense but yet its 

current state is not worthy of replacing current storage 

media not only that the cost of sequencing a DNA is also 

quite expensive and the reading and encoding time are also 

quite long. Given the immense progress in the given fields 

Hybrid silicon and biochemical machines should be given a 

concern it is not certain that when will be using this DNA as 

our primary storage media but considering the exponential 

development in Biotechnology and data science it is not far 

enough. 
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